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The challenge:

Isaac Asimov predicted the internet of today 20 years ago
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ZmFEFO72gA

Can we make use of the knowledge that is being generated?

We are living a tsunami of data, information and knowledge



Gene regulation in 
Escherichia coli K-12



Promoters, operators, transcription factors,
operons and transcription units 



Curation through the years in 
RegulonDB



Papers and new objects 
through the years



The main goal of biocuration: 

To make data, information and knowledge easily 
accessible to humans 

(and computers)

I will illustrate 2 examples



2.- Operons, regulons and 
GENSOR Units



Understanding is a construction 

Groups of properties constitute objects, and some objects contain multiple objects 
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What is TrpR controlling ? 
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A new concept: 
GENSOR Units



Gene regulation in its context: 
signal, transduction and regulated response 

In the presence of L-tryptophan, TrpR represses transcription of 
genes that code for proteins necessary for synthesis and transport 

of tryptophan.

There is no known function for proteins AroM and YanjA.

The TrpR GENSOR Unit 



Semi automatic 
construction of 189 GUs

Front Microbiol. 2017 Aug 3; 8: 1466. 
doi: 10.3389/fmicb.2017.01466.



Connectivity of GUs response



Extended GUs

Work in progress: many questions !



Natural language processing



The challenge: encoding 
“knowledge”
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How to enhance access to knowledge ? 

I. To enhance / improve  curation 

II. To enhance navigation through knowledge 
and its connection to data and information 

We are using natural language processing tools 

Curators

Users
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L-Regulon-DB



 Block identification 

 Logical sentence extraction

 Reading order discovering

From PDF format to 
computer-accessible text files



L-RegulonDB: 
a corpus for navigation



L-Regulon-DB 
(Oscar Lithgow, Carlos Méndez, Fabio Rinaldi, 

Hilda Solano)



Similarity corpus on microbial
transcriptional regulation

Lithgow-Serrano O.L., et al (2017) bioRxiv doi: 10.1101/219014

Inter-rating reliability (IRR) through agreement sessions 



Three young friends



Xochicalco, 1994



Xochicalco, 1994



And an old friend with great vision ! 
Congratulations Edgar !!
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